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West Fraser

A Dance Of Light

By Béatrice Aaronson

When the brush stroke flirted with life... when art offers joy...
In a world filled with tensions, violence...
In a fragmented world hungry for harmony and beauty...
To re-inhabit words that have lost their innocence...
Through art and love...
—West Fraser

Following in the wakes of the Barbizon school, French Impressionism and American Impressionism, West Fraser's artistic path leads us into his personal vision and perception. His works reveal his essential attraction to the magic of forests, marshes and seashores untainted by human presence, as well as urban landscapes tamed by that presence. With a sense of place, a sense of time, Fraser captures the ever-changing moods of the world around him, registering like a seismograph the very pulses of life.

A retinal feast, Fraser's art vibrates with the vitality of his artistic lineage, meshing classical, traditional strength in formal composition, with a romantic sense of nature's unfolding moves. His work continues the bursting energy of John Singer Sargent, the vigor of Joaquin Sorolla and the lively sketchiness of Theodore Robinson or Edward Potthast. It shines the alchemical light of Frank Benson. It dances the delicacy of Edward Redfield, and exhales the artistry of Alfred Sisley and Camille Pissarro — all while waving the glorious American flag of Childe Hassam. In short, Fraser's paintings reconcile an academic urge for the stillness of order with an intuitive passion for the bustling movement of life's organic interactions.
The "unfinished" quality of the transitory subjects captured on Fraser’s canvases projects the very essence of life. Thick impasto or lightly brushed colors, dabs, dots and painterly spaces dance together on the canvas for the artist-turned-choreographer. Lines remember the most common things — trees or lampposts, stop signs or branches, Spanish moss or women’s skirts, beaches or streets. Fraser’s love of painting is contagious, bathed as it is in a dappled light of joy, playing hide and seek with the eye.

"West Fraser paints with light — the radiance of early morning, the glare of high noon, the glow of day’s end, and the mystery of moonlight — to create brilliant works of color and form," comments Jean Stern, director of The Irvine Museum in California. "He takes what we see every day, something that seems ordinary, and makes it worthy of fine art."

Destined to be an artist from the start, Fraser studied briefly at Clemson University and the College of Charleston before earning his BFA at the University of Georgia. Throughout the 1980s, he worked independently as an illustrator while earning recognition as a painter of watercolors. The early ’90s saw him turn to oils and to painting en plein air, which further loosened his lyrical style. A traveling 2002-2003 exhibition that accompanied the publication of a major monograph, Charleston In My Time: The Paintings of West Fraser, brought Fraser to national prominence. In 1995, The Color of Light, a one-man exhibition at the Springfield Museum of Art in Ohio, cemented his reputation.

Beyond a deep reverence for nature, what fuels Fraser’s art is passion, inspiration, life itself. Not worried about ephemeral, trendy fads, Fraser paints what he loves. He penetrates nature’s generous design, searching for compositions, giving life to his works. "Each new painting presents a new challenge," says Fraser. "Each new challenge
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is a goad to growth." Strolling through his hometown of Charleston or walking through Low Country marshes, Fraser has become “a curious beauty detective searching for found compositions he can distill into art.” There is no formula for this distillation. In Fraser’s words: “I cannot remember how I did it. I just did it.” This sincerity suffuses all his art.

Described as “South Carolina’s best known, most widely collected contemporary artist, an impressionist who captures the magic of place,” Fraser communicates a message of life and joy within the simplicity of a world that still offers harmony when one is ready to experience it. Birthed in solitude, Fraser’s synesthetic paintings unfurl a visceral quality of paint, “hirsvous, quirkly fresh.” His oils capture the “movement of air and light, color sensation by color sensation, suggesting the passage of time, moment by moment, stroke by stroke.”
We, his viewers, become voyagers without luggage, stepping into the paintings to reach a symbiotic world, a little paradise of poetic naturalism that soothes our tired souls. That may be why collectors buy West Fraser's work: to regain this delicious sense of a paradise lost, helping us breathe better in a society that kills simple pleasures and forgets to smell the flowers.
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